
My Love

Alkaline

Some man a sea creature under sikes
Never si dem wid a gyal yet and dem a hype

Me can swear paw mi life mi never play fi no other sideWoman alone mi give mi love, my love
??

Wa mi would a do without your touch my love?
She supn to mi meck mi know you good

A bare foot?? My love
Woman alone I loveWa meck you feel mi fk you rough?

My love
Cyaa meck you give nobody else to wuk

Love si the gyal dem in a nudity
Mi get a rush when mi si new puy
Some man a strip fi opportunity

Give up dem virginity because dem too likkle
Mi a hold my straight, mi a hold my space

Nothing to mi back gate no
Cause a gyal alone mi turn back way

And no bwoy cyaa tell mi she fi turn that way, no!Puy forever mi protect it like a treasure
Woman give me mi pleasure

Burst that open like a Melon yeah
Apply the pressure, mi apply the pressure

Fk her like mi love her
When mi done shi tek a set a me

Come meck mi stretch you
Rub you down and cores you

Mi love every gyal
Dem could a up town, dem could a ghetto

Nuh turn no samite Jah wi tek weh you blessing
Haffi big up puy weh meck you

Wi have bad times
But wa wi meck it up

More time a nuh nothing serious
Always some petty stuff

Mi hear you friends dem wi a story
And then you tek it up

Try fi use reverse psychology paw mi fi set mi up
Shi smell the Versace colon that get her fettish up

Nearly drop down in her face but now shi catch it up
Go down pon her knee, wet it the shi get it up
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No gyal nuh bad like you when mi check it upPuy forever mi protect it like a treasure
Woman give me mi pleasure

Burst that open like a Melon yeah
Apply the pressure, mi apply the pressure

Fk her like mi love her
When mi done shi tek a set a me

Come meck mi stretch you
Rub you down and cores you

Mi love every gyal
Dem could a up town, dem could a ghetto

Nuh turn no samite Jah wi tek weh you blessing
Mi and the gyal dem in a bed a wrestle(Repeat Intro)
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